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Chelsea are closely monitoring Dean Henderson as they look to the Manchester United goalkeeper to solve their ongoing keeper
issues .... ... exploits the Manchester United talisman has enjoyed in a professional career spanning 10 years, Wayne Rooney
could well be the solution to a midfield issue .... It seems the Manchester United boss has set his sights on the perfect candidates
to solve his midfield issues and will look to bring them to Old .... Man United could have five specialist midfielders to choose
from next week when they face ... Quantcast - GDPR Consent Solution ... in the last six months due to an ankle problem, but is
due to resume full training next week.. How to fix Manchester United's transfer situation: Bruno Fernandes ... of consistency
and recurring injury .... Sir Alex Ferguson believes that this star has the ability to solve Manchester United's midfield issue, the
ace's performances last season were .... He believes Manchester United can spend as much as they want on defenders, but very
little will improve as long as they do not fix their problems .... Manchester United midfielder Fred opens up about problems
with 'vanity' and 'unity' at Old Trafford. ... Ole Gunnar Solskjaer's men are currently seventh in the league, below the likes of
Sheffield United, with just 35 points from 25 games, and look set to lose out on a place in the top four.. Manchester United
struggled for midfield creativity in Saturday's home loss to Crystal Palace. United manager Ole Gunnar Solskjaer issues ....
ARTURO VIDAL is set for talks with Manchester United over a possible transfer, according to reports. It is thought the
Barcelona midfielder is being eyed as a potential new recruit for Ole Gunnar Solskjaer this month as he looks to solve his
midfield problems.. 8 upvotes, 16 comments. Posted in the reddevils community.. Ferguson looks to Spain for Manchester
United midfield problems ... personnel resulted in the short-term solution of starting Wayne Rooney in the midfield.

... blueprint but he isn't the £80m answer to Man Utd's midfield problem ... business was the failure to add a central midfielder
to the squad.. ... be as good as de Bruyne & Silva' | Internal solution to United's issues ... Bruno Fernandes into Manchester
United's midfield has contributed .... How do you solve a problem like Manchester United? ... Man Utd 'weigh up transfer move'
for £50m Ajax midfielder Donny van de Beek .... Former Manchester United star Gary Neville has claimed that the club ... to
their first team, if they want to solve their current problems in midfield.. If true, Ramsey and Rabiot can solve the problems for
Manchester United in midfield. With Pogba going away, Rabiot can replace the French .... How do Manchester United solve a
problem like Paul Pogba? ... The France midfielder is currently sidelined with an ankle problem but made .... Manchester
United appear to be closing in on a £60 million deal for Sporting ... Fernandes, Gedson, of Benfica, to solve their midfield
problems.. Former England and Man United midfielder Paul Ince has urged Jose Mourinho to sign Juventus star Paul Pogba this
summer as the Frenchman would bring ...
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